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Nomenclature
a thermal diffusivity
6 momentum boundary layer thickness
E Stefan-Boltzmann constant
19 thermal boundary layer thickness
0 thermal wake thickness
tp dynamic viscosity
p air density
7 shear, time constant
b Preston tube height
C heat capacity of wall
Cf friction coefficient
Cp pressure coefficient
cP heat capacity of air
D spot diameter
h heat tranfer coefficient
I illumination intensity
k thermal conduction coefficient
Nu Nusselt number
1 characteristic length
p pressure
Pr Prandtl number
Q rate of heat addition
Re Reynolds number
St Stanton number
T temperature
t time
Ue free-stream velocity
u velocity in the x direction
v velocity in the y direction
Subscripts:
a ambient
b.l. boundary layer
cond conductive
cony convective (forced)
e edge (outer)
free free (buoyant) convective
i interior (substrate)
rad radiative
w wall
x streamwise station
o initial, flow off, or non-convective
Chapter 1
Introduction
There is considerable interest in highly three-dimensional boundary layers and their
interaction with the external flow over an airfoil. These may be flows including leading-
edge vortices, three-dimensional separation bubbles, and tip vortices. Classical measure-
ment techniques involving hot-wires, pitot tubes, vorticity vane-probes can be difficult
under these conditions. The flows are sometimes sensitive to any intrusive probes,
especially at low to moderate Reynolds numbers. Certain geometries are difficult to
instrument because of complicated surfaces, such as airfoil tips. The three-dimensional
nature of the boundary layer demands a large number of measurements be made over
the surface of interest, making experiments costly and ungainly. Finally, these tech-
niques not are suited for measuring the shear stress at the wall - an important flow
quantity - because of the small boundary-layer length scales involved.
The hot film technique has been developed to make boundary layer heat transfer
measurements which can be converted to wall shear values. As with the hot wire
method, the films are heated electrically and the temperature deduced from the amount
of resistance present in the metal film. However, there are two major drawbacks of using
hot films. They require precise electrical connections, so that if a large number of films
are used to obtain adequate spatial resolution, the wiring can become problematic.
Secondly, the films are difficult to calibrate. They can be made by either painting
or sputtering on the metal directly to the surface and kiln baking and as a result of
variations in thickness properties will differ from film to film. A proper calibration is
not possible since the fihn is already permanently on the model.
Infrared thermography methods have been used to make remote but indirect mea-
surements of boundary layers [11],[2],[6],[4],[5],[8],[3]. The entire surface is heated either
passively by high speed air flow or actively for low-speed flow by lamps, lasers, or internal
coils. The temperature distribution is measured by an infrared camera. Given the heat
input to the surface and the temperature distribution, the wall heat transfer coefficient
can be mapped. This can be related to the wall shear and thus the state of the bound-
ary layer. Laminar boundary layers will be associated with lower heat transfer rates
than turbulent ones, and separated boundary layers with still lower heat transfer rates.
The two major problems with these techniques are that they provide only magnitude
and not shear direction information which is important for boundary layers with large
crossflows; and the correlation between heat transfer and shear is strongly influenced by
the local pressure gradient which can be large for three dimensional boundary layers.
A novel variation of this technique is proposed and explored here. The surface is
radiatively heated only at select spots and the temperature measurements made there.
By making the thermal boundary layer from a spot thin enough, its growth depends
only on the wall shear and not on the local pressure gradient. The principle is the same
as for hot films, only that here the 'films' are created by heating only small regions
of the surface and measuring the temperature by an infrared detector. The heated
spot also produces a thermal wake flowing over the un-illuminated section of the wall,
causing wall heating which can be detected. Because of the existence of a viscous
sublayer in turbulent boundary layers, this method can be applied to these flows as
well. Because the heating and measurements are done radiatively, no internal systems
are required in the models. The disadvantages of this technique are the mechanics
of very localized heating and accurate temperature measurements, and the increased
importance of conduction over uniform heating.
The heat transfer from a spot can be estimated either by measuring the steady-state
spot temperature with constant heating, or the rate of decay of the temperature after
the heat source is removed. The second method, investigated in [8], showed promise by
avoiding the problems of steady-state heating; namely the difficulty in establishing an
equilibrium temperature when thermal diffusion is important, and the enlargement of
the heated area due to conduction.However, initial experiments at the MIT Aerodynam-
ics Laboratory found that the time constant became insensitive to the flow conditions
after the flow speed (and corresponding convective heat transfer) became large com-
pared to conduction. The concern was that at high convective rates, the time constant
may be determined only by the rate of conduction from the interior to the wall, and so
this method was not pursued further (see Appendix B).
Two means of steady-state spot heating were tried. The first uses a laser to illumi-
nate a spot on a black absorbing airfoil. The second method illuminates the entire airfoil
or wall with a high-power lamp, but uses selective absorption to heat only the desired
spots. The objective of this exploratory research was to demonstrate the feasibility of
the remote-sensing technique and test and compare the two methods of heating. In
addition to qualitative information such as transition and separation locations, it was
hoped that the technique could be sufficiently perfected to provide quantitative wall
shear information.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Principles of the Technique
This thermography technique is based on the simple relations that exist between;
(a) the measured temperature rise at a heated point on a wall and the convective
heat transfer there and;
(b) the convective heat transfer and the wall shear.
The elementals of these relations and their implications regarding the experimental
set-up are discussed here. For the detailed derivations and analysis see Appendix A.
2.1 Heat Transfer - Wall Shear Relation
The relationship between wall shear and heat transfer for a small heated element in
incompressible flow was derived by Ludwieg [10] and Liepmann and Skinner [9],
NuD (CfRe2DPr)T (2.1)
This relation holds for laminar flow if the thermal boundary layer is much thinner
than the momentum boundary layer. This is accomplished by making the spot diameter
much smaller than the chord length or other characteristic streamwise distance. Note
that for uniform heating of the surface this condition is violated. The relation also fails
near separation when the wall shear goes to zero. However, the Nusselt unmber can be
expected to behave properly and also becomes very small in separated flows.
For this relation to hold for turbulent boundary layers, the thermal boundary layer
must be thinner than the viscous (linear) sublayer. Although the flow is highly unsteady
in this inner layer, the viscous shear dominates over the turbulent convection. The
viscous sublayer is a kind of Stokes layer where the flow adjusts nearly instantaneously to
the fluctuating outer flow conditions (or wall shear). Thus a linear profile is maintained
even though 1- is not small - 0.4 for a flat plate boundary layer. [7]. For fluids with
Prandtl numbers near unity, a thermal boundary layer thinner than this sublayer can
be expected to behave in the same quasi-steady manner. Since the thermal inertia of
the wall will tend to smooth out the fluctuations, the time average of 2.1 will hold,
h, = -1 ' (2.2)
The presence of 40% fluctuations in shear stress can be expected to increase the mea-
sured heat convection by about 10% from the value predicted from the mean shear
stress. The condition for the thermal boundary layer to be thinner than the viscous
sublayer can be expressed as,
ReD < ± (2.3)
If this condition is satisfied, a single exact relation can be derived for both laminar and
turbulent boundary layers, with a correction factor to account for the fluctuations. This
is because (2.1) includes the entire functional dependence of the heat transfer (from
dimensional analysis arguments) and so cannot vary between the two types of flow.
Using the heat transfer relations developed by Pohlhausen [12] for a two dimensional
boundary layer this relation is,
NuD = 0.518RehPrC7C (2.4)
the coefficient in the relation for a circular spot is slightly higher, namely,
NuD = 0.615RehPrTCO (2.5)
Tese relations are inverted to calculate friction coefficients from measured heat transfer
rates.
2.2 Temperature - Heat Transfer Calibration
The Nusselt number for convective heat transfer is estimated by measuring the tem-
perature elevation of the heated region with respect to the unheated wall or ambient
free-stream temperature, and using the definition,
Qconv D hcon, D
NuD = - co(2.6)D kai,A T  kair
and the energy balance of the spot,
I = Qconu + Qcond + Qfree + Qrad (2.7)
However, the energy input (illumination) may not be known and even then it is still
necessary to separate out the convective from the non-convective terms. By making
measurements with the flow on and off the unknown illumination can be eliminated
from the problem, and by making calibration measurements with a flow where the heat
transfer is known - i.e., a flat plate boundary layer - the non-convective terms can be
likewise dealt with. The spot heat balance equations for the flow off and flow on cases
are,
I = (hcond + hiree + hrad)ATo (2.8)
I = (hconv + hcond + hfree + hrad)AT (2.9)
Assuming that the heat transfer coefficients are the same for both cases these can be
combined to find the convective heat transfer,
(ATo(=  AT- 1 (h,.ee + hod + hrad) (2.10)
In a Blasius boundary layer the wall shear and thus the convective heat transfer is
known. Ideally, by measuring the temperature elevations for the flow on and off, the
non-convective heat transfer coefficients can be estimated and used for estimating the
unknown hcon, in an experiment.
If the non-convective coefficients are not constant, the general principle is still valid,
however, the temperature-heat transfer relation is now in the form of a calibration curve,
Qcnv = (AT-) ho ( •T 0 ) (2.11)AT ATo
where the functional forms are determined from calibration tests.
2.3 Non-Convective Terms
To maximize the accuracy of convective heat transfer estimations, it is necessary to have
-T > 1 and thus an hco,,,, much larger than the other terms. It is therefore desirable to
estimate the relative magnitudes of the heat transfer terms. The ratio of the conduction
to the convection is,
1 /c•1 kw, (2.12)
NUD kair
while the radiation to convection ratio is approximately,
4c•rTSD4e,.T3 D (2.13)
Nukair
At room temperatures the radiation heat transfer is small ( less than 5%). Convection
be made much larger than conduction by a large Nusselt number.
2.4 Spot Size Constraints
In order to use the temperature-heat transfer and heat transfer-wall shear relations,
the spots must be sized to satisfy the various constraints described above. These size
constraints are summarized as follows:
(1) Prantl boundary layer theory must be valid for the thermal boundary layer,
ReD > 1 (2.14)
(2) The thermal boundary layer must be much thinner than the momentum boundary
layer,
S<< 6 (2.15)
(3) The thermal boundary layer must be thinner than the laminar sub-layer for turbulent
boundary layers,
ReD (2.16)
(4) Convection heat transfer must dominate over conduction,
NuD 1 (2.17)
These conditions can be expressed entirely as relations between the quantities Re,, Cf,
and D/x. The expression "much greater than" is interpreted as "larger by a factor of
10 or more". To re-write these conditions in terms of the Reynolds number and spot
size only, the following friction coefficient relations are used,
0.7
Cy 0.7 (laminar) (2.18)
0.86
C (oR - 1.22)2 (turbulent) (2.19)(logRe. - 1.22)2
Using these expressions, the (:, Re , ) envelope can be plotted (2.1). A comfortably
large range of D (0.1 to 0.001) exist for the Reynolds number of interest. The calibration
test conditions plotted here are described in Chapter 3.2.
2.5 Thermal Plume
The heated spot will produce a thermal plume which extends downstream in the same
direction as the wall shear. It is dissipated by transferring heat to the boundary layer
above it and the unheated wall below it. If the convective or turbulent heat transfer
rate in the boundary layer is much greater than the heat transfer into the interior of
the wall, then the average temperature of the plume decays as an exponential with a
scale length,
1plume pcPOU (2.20)hb.l.
This scale length can be related to the spot diameter using (2.1) and the following
approximations for the friction coefficients,
1
tplume •) (laminar) (2.21)
D D
Iplume 2 .(logRe, - 1.2)3 (turbulent) (2.22)D Re'
The thermal plumes will be considerably longer in laminar flow than turbulent, providing
an indicator of the boundary layer state, as well as the wall shear direction. Streamwise
spacing the spots with distances much greater than the plume length ensures that the
thermal plume from upstream spots has decayed sufficiently to ensure the validity of
(2.1).
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Figure 2.1: D/x-Re Envelope for Spot Sizing
Chapter 3
Experiments
A number of experiments were conducted to demonstrate the measurement technique
and to obtain wall shear data for interesting three-dimensional flows. The feasibility of
the method was first demonstrated at the MIT Aeronautics Laboratory using a laser to
heat a spot on a black surface in a flow. Figure 3.1 shows an infrared image of the spot
with its trailing thermal plume.
Further work was carried out to examine the merits and practical implimentation
of two methods of heating selected spots on a wall or airfoil. The first uses a laser to
illuminate only a selected region. The second employs variations in the properties of
the the surface to obtain local heating under uniform illumination. Although the laser
illumination technique was found to work well, the second technique was investigated
as a potentially more cost- and time-effective means of analyzing large sections of a
boundary layer.
3.1 Laser Illumination
This experiment was conducted in the Fluid Mechanics Lab at the Ecole Polytechnique
Federale in Lausanne, Switzerland. The technique was used to investigate the boundary
layer over a swept wing airfoil at a Reynolds number of up to 300,000. The objective was
to perfect the experimental technique and obtain qualitative or semi-quantitative shear
information demonstrating that the method produces physically reasonable results.
3.1.1 Experimental Set-Up
The EPFL experiment is shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. The student wind tunnel at
the Fluid Mechanics Lab was used to provide free-stream speeds of up to 37 m/s (83
mph). The closed return tunnel is powered by an 18 kW (24.3 hp) electric motor and
has an open test section 70 by 50 cm in cross section and 124 cm in length. An endplate
was mounted in the lower part of the test section. A circular section of this endplate
was cut out but kept flush with the rest of the plate. The section was mounted on a
stack of two test stands, bolted together and bolted to the tunnel frame. One stand
provided rotational movement for changing the angle of attack of the airfoil and the
other provided vertical movement. The airfoil was mounted vertically on the circular
plate.
The airfoil used in this experiment was the M6, a swept wing whose geometry
is a benchmark for computational fluid dynamics calculations in Europe. The airfoil
also resembles the outer third of an Airbus wing. Thus any experimental data can be
compared with numerical results, although they are for a Reynolds number too small
to be of much practical importance.
The M6 airfoil has leading and trailing edge sweep angles of 300 and 160, respectively.
The cross-section is the symmetric ONERA "D" section with a maximum of 10% located
at 40% chord length from the leading edge. The airfoil used in the experiment was one-
third the scale of the M6 constructed at ONERA, and had a span of 400 nun, a root
chord of 271 mm, and a tip chord of 144 mm. Due to a design error, the airfoil built
had a slightly higher aspect ratio than the original M6. Also, unlike the ONERA M6,
the airfoil had a truncated (square-cut) tip with no body of revolution. The airfoil was
constructed of polyvinylchloride (PVC) plastic to minimize conduction of heat in the
interior which would compete with the convective heat loss. PVC has a low thermal
diffusivity of 0.001 cm 2/s. Although the PVC used was grey, the airfoil was eventually
painted black to increase the absorption of laser light and thus the surface temperature.
Attention was paid to maintaining a smooth surface to avoid premature tripping of the
boundary layer.
The airfoil was heated by irradiating it with a 5-watt Spectra Physics argon-ion
laser. A traverse system with two prisms was mounted on the test section frame so
that the laser could be directed at any point on the airfoil. Horizontal displacement of
the prisms was affected by a geared-down motor: Vertical displacement (of the upper
prism) was done manually. Unfortunately, it was later found that with this system the
extreme tip of the trailing edge of the airfoil was inaccessible to the laser.
Although spot heating is preferred from the point of view of measurement accuracy,
this technique is extremely slow in analyzing an entire boundary layer, as the laser
must be directed to a new target each time a thermal measurement is to be made.
Also, the intensity of the laser used (1 MW/in2 ) was much too high to concentrate in
a single spot. Instead, a cylindrical lense was placed in the beam to create a laser light
sheet intercepting the airfoil along a line perpendicular to the free-stream airflow. This
creates an illuminated line which behaves similarly to a heated spot. Because the line
is narrow in the stream-wise direction relative to the chord length, the heat transfer
can be related to the wall shear. Since the flow is roughly perpendicular to this heated
line, any point on the line will not effect another point, although departures from this
assumption are to be expected near the tip because of the large cross-flows there. The
linear illumination lends itself to rapid examination of the entire boundary layer by a
traverse in the streamwise direction.
Several cylindrical lenses with various diameters were tried in order to vary the
illumination line length. Diameters of 1, 2, and 3 cm were used in the experiments.
Smaller diameters produced weak illuminations intensities and larger diameter lenses
were optically flawed, resulting in large variations in the intensity along the line. A
mask with a slit was placed in the light shear near the cylindrical lense to provide a
narrower line and eliminate the "tails" of the beam. The illumination line was 160 mum
long and 3 mm wide. The estimated illumination intensity was about 2000 W/m 2 .
For the preliminary series of experiments an Inframetrics 525 model infrared camera
was used. To accurately measure the temperature of the line the instantaneous field of
view (pixel size) had to be 2-3 times smaller than the line width. The instantaneous
FOV of the camera was 0.13 deg. on a side. A sufficiently small image resolution
of 1.3 mm limits the camera distance to 80 cm. Most of the wing could be imaged
at this distance. The temperature difference resolution achieved was about 1 degree
Celsius. Grey-scale images and single line temperature profiles profiles are provided by
the sytem. A Polaroid camera was used to take photographs of these images. Because
of a failure of the liquid nitrogen dewar for cooling the mercury-cadnium detector, this
camera could not be used for the final runs. Instead, a miore advanced 600 model was
used. The model 600 had a slightly higher spatial and temperature resolution. A video
recorder registered images directly from the color monitor (see Appendix C for camera
specifications).
3.1.2 Calibration of Equipment
The wind-tunnel test-section speed had already been calibrated against the motor
tachometer so that no airspeed measurements were necessary. The position of zero
angle of attack for the airfoil was found by attaching a tuft to the endplate upstream
and noting the direction of the free-stream flow.
The IR camera measures infrared radiative power and its processor converts this
into a temperature reading. This conversion depends on the infrared emissivity of the
surface. Thus a calibration of the camera was necessary using a PVC sample at a known
temperature. The sample was attached to a heating element and placed 80 cm from the
Model 525 IR camera. A thermocouple probe was inserted at a depth of 3 mm into the
center of the sample face. The sample was heated up, then allowed to cool down slowly.
Thermocouple readings were taken at certain regular IR camera-indicated temperatures.
A very good temperature agreement was found between the camera and thermocouple
for a certain temperature range, indicating that the emissivity of the material was close
to that assumed by the IR camera processor. The 600 model was already internally
calibrated for different IR emissivities. The estimated model emniisivity used was 0.95.
3.1.3 Experimental Procedure and Results
A number of preliminary runs were made using the 525 model IR camera with various
tunnel speeds and angles of attack. The purpose of these runs were to develop the
procedure for photographinc the data from the camera monitor and to solve any prob-
lems with the equipment. To analyze the boundary layer in the streamwise direction,
multiple exposure photographs were made. Between each exposure the laser line was
horizontally displaced 1 to 2 cm. The result is an image whose brightness variation
gives qualitative information on the boundary layer. Figures 3.4-3.6 are thermal images
produced in this manner. Figure 3.4 was for an angle of attack of 4 degrees and a tunnel
speed of 12 m/s. A 3 cm cylindrical lense was used and the tip region is illuminated.
In Figure 3.5, the angle of attack has been increased to 8 degrees and the illuminated
area is further inboard from the tip. In Figure polaroid3 the angle of attack is again
8 degrees but the speed has been increased to to 18 m/s and a 2 cm lense was used,
increasing the size of the illuminated area.
A number of problems with the photographic technique were discovered. With
increasing number of measurement stations (increasing number of exposures), the back-
ground brightness level due to the aerodynamic heating of the wing or the imaging
system defects grew until it washed out the illuminated lines. At tunnel speeds of more
than 18 m/s, this effect became very pronounced, heating the airfoil and eventually
overwhelming the laser line image. To increase the temperature of the illuminated line,
larger diameter cylindrical lenses were used to decrease the length of the line. How-
ever the lense glass for these larger diameters was not of optical quality and defects
produced significant variations in the incident laser flux, an effect apparent in all three
photographs as dark horizontal streaking.
The images do provide definitive evidence of leading-edge separation: The increased
brightness near the leading edge corresponds to a higher temperature and thus lower
heat transfer. The effect was observed to disappear at zero angle of attack. Although
the angles of the surface relative to the laser beam and the camera effect the brightness
and these change radically at the leading edge, this is a second-order effect for small
angles of attack and is not likely to have caused the increase. The anomalous brightness
of the line in Figure 3.1.4 is due to double exposure at that station.
A second series of runs were conducted with the model 600 camera. At each stream-
wise station, the thermal image of the airfoil and the temperature profile of the heated
line were recorded on video tape. A succesion of profiles could then be used to map
the heat transfer distribution on the wing. The illumination line was advanced at I
cm intervals from the leading edge to the trailing edge of the tip. The outboard 15 cm
of the airfoil's suction side was traversed. This procedure was carried out for a tunnel
speed of 22.5 m/s (Reynolds number of 300,000 based on chord) and angles of attack of
0, 4, 8, and 12 degrees. An additional test at -12 degrees corresponded to the pressure
side for the +12 degree case. The temperatures along the illumninated line were also
measured for flow-off conditions.
Thermal images were taken of the leading and trailing edge regions of the suction
side (Figures 3.7 and 3.8) and pressure side (Figures 3.9 and 3.10) for the a = 120 case
for which the data recording process had been perfected. The aerodynamically heated
wing is brighter than the background. In the images, the flow direction is from the top.
Again, the leading edge separation is evidenced by an increase in temperature. The
thermal plume is also oriented upstream, indicating flow reversal. Downstream of this
separation bubble, the temperature is reduced, and there is little apparent plume. On
the pressure side, there is no indication of separation and the plume is much more pro-
nounced. This would point towards turbulent flow on the suction side (after transition
and re-attachment) and fully laminar flow on the pressure side. The spanwise-direction
temperature measurements (along the illumination line) were found to have been coin-
promised by significant variations in the illumination intensity. Instead, averages of the
peak temperature rise were made in the trailing half of the pressure and suction sides.
For the suction side, this was about 50C, and for the pressure side, 60C. The average
temperature along the line for flow-off conditions was 150C. Using (2.10) this indicates
an h,,o,, 1.3 times higher on the suction side, or using (2.1) a C1 2.4 times higher.
Estimations of the plume length using (2.21) and (2.22) are about 2 line widths (6
nunm) for the pressure side and about 2/3 of a line width (2 mm) for the suction side.
This agrees with the observation of the prominent plum on the former and the lack of
any clear plume on the latter.
3.1.4 Comparison with Numerical Results
Numerical calculations of the boundary layer were performed using the code XFOIL
at the MIT Computational Fluid Dynamics Laboratory. XFOIL is a 2-D vortex panel
method coupled with an Integral Boundary Layer Technique code. The code calculates
lift, drag, and moment, and boundary layer parameters such as C1 , H, •6, , and r,. The
airfoil geometry is read from a file and the lift coefficient or angle of attack is specified.
Because of the finite span of the M6 wing, the loading would be less than the infinite
(2-D) wing at the same angle of attack (12 degrees). The loading of the real wing was
assumed to be elliptical. Since the outer 15 cm of the 40 cm half-span were imaged,
the loading at the center of the image is 60% of the root loading, and 80% at the inner
edge of the image. If the center loading is assumed to correspond to the 2-D case, and a
linear lift-curve is assumed in this range of loading, the equivalent 2-D angles of attack
for the experiments are 7.2 and 9.4 degrees. The ONERA D profile is used, although
this profile is along a cut in the airfoil slightly oblique to the freestreamn direction.
The results are shown in Figures 3.11-3.18. The suction side and pressure side results
are plotted on the same graphs. Note that for both loading cases, the shape-factor (IH)
plots predict a leading-edge separation bubble on the suction side. The disturbance
amplification number (N) plots show a subsequent transition to turbulent flow (N=11).
For the pressure side neither phenomnenae is predicted to occur. The predicted ratio of
suction side to pressure side friction coefficients is 2-3 for the 60% loading (outboard)
and 1-2 for the 80% loading (inboard) cases.
Figure 3.1: IR. image of laser illuminated spot
Figure 3.2: EPFL experiment, showing model in wind tunnel, laser, and IR camera.
Figure 3.3: Close-up of M6 wing with laser illumination.
Figure 3.4: IR image of wing; a = 40, U = 12m/s.
Figure 3.5: IR image of wing; a = 80, U = 12m/s.
Figure 3.6: IR image of wing; a = 80, U = 18m/s.
Figure 3.7: IR image of suction side of wing; a = 120, U = 22.5m/s.
Figure 3.8: IR image of suction side of wing; a = 120, U = 22.5m/s.
Figure 3.9: IR image of pressure side of wing; a = 120, U = 22.5m/s.
Figure 3.10: IR image of pressure side of wing; a = 120, U = 22.5m/s.
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Figure 3.11: XFOIL results; Inboard loading pressure distribution.
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Figure 3.12: XFOIL results; Outboard loading pressure distribution.
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Figure 3.13: Inboard shape factor distribution showing separation on suction side.
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Figure 3.14: Outboard shape factor distribution showing separation on suction side.
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Figure 3.15: Inboard disturbance amplification showing transition on suction side
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Figure 3.16: Outboard disturbance amplification showing transition on suction side
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3.2 Lamp Illumination with Controlled Absorption
Lamp illumination was tested as an alternative heating method to the laser because
of its low cost and the possibility of heating a large number of spots at once to take
advantage of the 2-D imaging capability of the IR camera. Two sets of experiments
were conducted in the MIT Fluid Aeronautics Labs using a 1 ft. x 1 ft. open circuit
tunnel. The first set was to determine the feasibility of heating selected spots on a wall
or airfoil by controlling the absorption rather than the illumination. The second was to
attempt to calibrate the technique using the wall shear stress-heat transfer relation for
a known boundary layer.
The wind tunnel provided speeds up to 45 m/s (100 mph). Speed was set by an
electronic controller for the motor. One wall of the 3 ft. long test section was removed
to permit viewing by an IR camera and illumination by two 1000 W halogen lamps.
A Hughes Probeye 4000 infrared camera was used. The camera has a 15 x 7.5 degree
field of view with a pixel resolution of 0.1 degree. The temperature sensitivity of the
detector is about 0.2 0 C, with a spectral range of 2.0 to 5.6 ;pm (see Appendix C).
The emissivity value used by the camera processor was kept at unity during all of the
calibration experiments.
3.2.1 Feasibility and Materials Tests
The principle is to obtain a surface which absorbs the lamp light only at selected spots
to provide localized heating. However, problems with this technique occured because a
substantial portion of the radiation from the lamps was in the infrared region detectable
by the camera. The variation in adsorption was first provided by painting black spots
over a background of white or metallic silver paint on a polystyrene-fiberglass surface.
These backgrounds were found to reflect sufficient infrared radiation from the lamps to
wash out any emissions from the absorbing spots. Although the IR reflectivities from
these surfaces may be low, the IR radiation from the 32000 K quartz lamps at 4pin
is about 37,000 times that of the 3000 K emitting spot (assuming perfect black-body
emission).
Polished lucite (acrylic plastic) strongly adsorbs in the infrared and was found to
reflect much less into the camera. Specular reflection occurs from the surface, but by
obliquely illuminating the target this could be eliminated (Fig. 3.19). Spot heating is
produced by painting a black absorbing material on the surface. Figure 3.20 illustrates
the emission/absorption spectra of acrylic plastic, the 32000K black body spectrum of
the lamps, and the spectrum of the infrared detector sensitivity. The black ink spots are
expected to heat by absorbing visible radiation where lucite is completely transparent,
and by IR adsorbtion where the absorption occurs mostly at the surface rather than
in the bulk of the material. The first effect is small, given that only 10% of the lamp
radiation is in the visible part of the spectrum. This was verified by placing a slab
of lucite between the lamp and the target and observing the large decrease in spot
temperature.
The spots were made of black india ink dabbed on with a Q-tip; excess ink was
blotted up. This made very opaque spots which could be easily removed with a clean-
ing agent. To provide sufficient absorption at the longer infrared wavelengths, it was
necessary to use two coats of ink.
3.2.2 Calibration Tests
The reliability and robustness of the technique was to be determined by attempting
to calibrate spot temperature against heat transfer for a well-behaved flow where the
heat transfer coefficient is known theoretically. The calibration process uses a zero-
pressuregradient laminar boundary layer for this purpose.
The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 3.21. To generate the laminar boundary
layer, an elliptical airfoil was milled from lucite. The open side of the tunnel would
generate a turbulent shear wake with a thickness approximately 1/10 the downstream
distance. At the airfoil position, about 40 cm downstream, the wake would be 4 cm
thick. The airfoil is 15 cm from the shear layer and so would not be affected. The
open section, however, would reduce any residual pressure gradients on the outward-
facing side of the airfoil. The chord length was 200 mm and the thickness was 13 mm.
The surface was polished until most of the transparency was restored after the milling
process. The airfoil was mounted on a swiveling end plate and extended to the full
height of the tunnel to ensure the two-dimensionality of the flow. The 'optimal' spot
size meeting the requirements established in Chapter 2 is about 4 rmmn for this chord
length and Reynolds number range (up to 590,000). Spots were painted at the half-
chord point where the IR reflection from the remaining scratches was the least. Two
pressure taps were drilled near one end of the airfoil at 25% chord from the leading edge.
These taps were used to set set the angle of attack to zero. Note that on the side of the
airfoil facing the camera, the lack of a tunnel wall helps ensure zero pressure-gradient.
A pitot tube was place just upstream of the airfoil to measure the tunnel speed. The
IR camera was mounted on a braced arm about 40 cm from the airfoil. The thermal
image was displayed on the processor unit's color monitor and recorded on video tape
for later digitization. Temperatures at any particular point on the image could be read
off real-time for the calibration.
A Stanton tube and an additional static pressure port were added at the mid-chord
(x = 10 cm) position to make direct boundary layer measurements. The Stanton tube,
mounted flush against the wall, measures the momentum of the fluid in the linear region
of the boundary layer and produces a pressure over static which is related to the wall
shear. At the maximum test Reynolds numnber of 295,000 based on streamwise location,
the characteristic laminar boundary layer thickness 6 = zRe 1/2 would be 0.184 uml.
The Blasius boundary layer is linear up to 2.56 from the wall, or 0.46 mm. The outside
and inside diameters of the Stanton tube were 0.60 mm and 0.28 mm, respectively. Thus
the top of the tube is at 3.36 and the top of the inside at 2.46, the latter just being
inside the linear range of the Blasius boundary layer profile. Thus the Stanton tube
pressure may be correlated with wall shear using the relation derived in Abarbanel et
al [1].
Several calibration runs were made using spots with diameters of 3.0 to 4.5 nun,
all at the mid-chord point. The peak temperatures of the spots were measured over
the tunnel speed range of 0-45 m/s. The peak temperatures were taken as representa-
tive of the average spot temperature within a factor that might depend on the relative
importance of conductive heat transfer (causing spot to spread) and convective heat
transfer (causing spot to shrink). Temperatures elevations are calculated with by sub-
tracting out the ambient recovery temperature, not with respect to the rest of the wall
which also experiences some heating. However, this varies with tunnel speed due due
to the higher kinetic energy of the air and the heat dissipated by the electric motor. To
account for these effects the temperature at the mid-chord of the aifoil was measured
without illumination for varying tunnel speeds; this is plotted in 3.22. Since both heat-
ing effects are expected to increase with the square of the velocity, a quadratic fit of the
data was made and this was used to estimate the stagnation temperature throughout
a run, given a measurement made at one tunnel speed. Preston tube and static pres-
sure measurements were made thoughout the test speed range. Additional temperature
measurements were made with a trip consisting of several strips of masking tape placed
upstream of the spot.
3.2.3 Characterization of Calibration Flow
For the calibration method to work, the boundary layer on the airfoil must be laminar
at least past the heated spot. The existence of laminar flow over the spot was tested
by measuring the spot temperature with and without an upstream trip over a range of
Reynolds numbers. A significant temperature difference would indicate that the flow
had been tripped and that the undisturbed flow was laminar. Fig 3.23 shows this
temperature difference.
The Stanton tube data was treated using the correlation between the Stanton tube
pressure and wall shear derived by Abarbanel et al [1]. The relation is of the form,
P= T3 (3.1)
where the dimenensionless quantities p and r are given by,
(Pr - P)b 2  (3.2)
ILz(32
rph2rph2  (3.3)
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The correlation can be rewritten as a pressure coefficient C* which is the ratio of the
Stanton tube pressure difference to the total free-stream pressure,
CP , f! Re( - (3.4)
Assuming this relation holds, the Reynolds number dependence of the friction coefficient
can be determined from the slope of a log-log plot,
3 4logCf = logC(Re,) - 51logRe + constant (3.5)
The data is presented in this manner in Fig. 3.24. The slope of the curve is about -2/3,
which is significantly different than the -1/2 expected for a Blasius boundary layer.
The deviation at the low Reynolds number end of the data is within the estimated
measurement error. This difference from the expected value of slope may be due to the
probe extending outside of the linear region of the boundary layer. If the probe was
entirely outside the boundary layer, the Stanton tube would measure the free-stream
total pressure and CP = 1. The data would then have a slope of -4/5. It is therefore
reasonable to consider the the slope of -2/3 as an intermediate value where the probe is
partially outside the boundary layer or at least in the non-linear region of the profile.
The well-behaved nature of the data is further evidence that neither transition nor
separation taking place and the boundary layer is laminar.
3.2.4 Analysis of Temperature Measurements
A definite calibration should produce a repeatable single-valued relationship between
the measured spot temperature elevation and the estimated convective heat transfer.
The convective heat transfer coefficient can then be calculated immediately using the
identity,
Q co., = hcon,AT (3.6)
As stated in Chapter 2, the Qco,, cannot be estimated directly because of the unknown
illumination intensity and non-convective (mostly conductive) heat transfer. These are
related by,
I = Qco.n + Qnon-conv (3.7)
where Qnn-con, = hcondAT. If AT is measured for a variety of flow speeds, the slope
of the AT vs. Qcon, plot is 1 If the conduction coefficient is constant the curve
would be a line, and an estimation of hcond and I could be done using one flow-off and
one flow-on measurement. The convective heat transfer could then be calculated for
any AT.
The temperature vs. heat transfer data is shown in Fig. 3.25. The data is very
scattered and appear to be un-reproducable. The curves of temperature difference
vs. convective heat transfer differ significantly from the straight line expected if the
conduction coefficient was constant. These variations can be explained by a number of
effects:
First, there is a variation in the illumination intensity from one experiment to the
next, resulting in differences in temperature elevation and heat transfer.
Secondly, at very low speeds the conduction term dominates. The lack of convective
cooling results in the heat transfer becoming a diffusion process which is an inherently
different process. The heat diffuses throughout the entire airfoil. The finite thickness
and heat capacity of the airfoil become important and the conduction can no longer be
modeled as a simple term kAT/D. This effect is responsible for the rapid upturn in
temperature for very low speeds.
Third, the lucite airfoil absorbs IR radiation in the bulk as well as at the spots and
so there is internal heating. At low speeds, the spot will heat more than the interior and
so the conduction heat loss will be from the spot to the interior. At sufficiently high
speeds, the spot can be expected to be cooler than than the interior and the reverse
happend. This explains the increase in the slope of the calibration curve and its reversal
at the point of maximum Qm,,.
Finally, there is a systematic measurement error due to the heat capacity of the
airfoil. If the measurements are made too quickly the temperatures measured are not
the equilibrium values. Also, a hysteresis effect can be produced when the measurements
are made from zero to nmaximum speed or the reverse. This hysteresis is accentuated
when heating the airfoil first with no flow because of the high temperatures reached
throughout the airfoil. The time constant associated with this heating is given by,
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For lucite, a = 0.012cm 2/s and the airfoil thickness at the mid-chord point was 1.3
cm, giving a time constant of about 20 minutes, which is larger than the time allowed
between many of the measurements.
Two of the data sets shown abnormally high temperatures because of this thermal
inertia effect. These were conducted with increasing velocity and so show the residual
heating associated with the zero-speed measurement. These data were eliminated from
further consideration.
To remove the effects of different illumination intensities due to geometrical effects
and the varying absorptivities of the spots, the convective heat transfer values are
normalized by their maximum values. These maximum values are reached when the
conduction term is zero and the convection term is equal to the illumination power
absorbed. Since the temperatures are assumed proportional to the illumination inten-
sity, the AT's are normalized by the temperature AT* at this maximum n heat transfer.
Although normalizing by ATo would be more desirable since this is theoretically a mea-
surable quantity for any test, in practice it is very difficult to measure because of the
effects mentioned above.
These normalized data from the three remaining runs are shown in Figure 3.26.
Except for dispersion at low speeds, the data fall onto a single curve within experimental
error. For the calibration tests at tunnel speeds greater than a few meters per second,
the convective heat transfer is more than 60% of the total. In Figure 3.27 the heat
transfer scale (Qm,,,) is plotted vs. the temperature elevation scale (AT*) for the three
runs. Since these two quantities will be linearly related, one can be calculated given
the other. To make an estimate of Qcon,,, the AT* is calculated from the (measured)
illumination intensity using the second calibration plot, and, using the first calibration
plot, AT/AT* gives the ratio of the convective heat transfer to illumnination intensity.
The illumnination intensity cannot be estimated from flow-off temperature measurements
due to the heat diffusion problems discussed above.
Although calibration curves have been created, there are three major problems with
them. They rely on a rather complicated physical picture of the heat transfer processes
going on. They are valid only for this specific choice of materials, and they require
independent measurements of the illumination intensity.
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Figure 3.20: Spectra of camera response, lamp and materials.
Figure 3.21: Test set-up at the MIT Aerodynamics Laboratory.
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Figure 3.22: Ambient (recovery) temperature vs. tunnel speed.
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Figure 3.24: Estimated friction coefficients from Stanton tube data.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
This exploratory work has led to a number of conclusions regarding the capability and
practical implimentation of infrared thermography measurement methods.
(1) The remote radiative heating/sensing technique has been demonstrated to give
boundary layer characterizations that are physically consistent with known flow behavior
and that agree qualitively with numerical predictions. The experiments conducted at the
EPFL have shown that leading-edge separation can be identified and that the differences
in C1 between laminar and turbulent flow can be resolved. The thermal plume images
also show that plume lengths correlate with boundary layer type as predicted (i.e., long
plume in laminar flow and short plume in turbulent) and indicate the direction of the
shear at the wall such that flow reversal can be identified.
(2) Heating by a laser has been shown to be a workable method: Heating by high-
intensity lamp has been shown to be not practical. An optical laser provides a very tight
beam of radiation of sufficient intensity to heat an isolated spot but at wavelengths that
are not detectable by the camera. The lamps' radiation was 90% infrared, and of this
25% was detectable by the camera. Most practical materials transmit very little IR and
so this radiation will be either absorbed or reflected by the target. Either case produces
undesirable effects: The first increases the background temperature against which the
spot temperature measurements have to be made and complicates that conduction pro-
cess between the spot and the interior. Also, the boundary layer is heated upstream of
the spot and one of the conditions for having a unique wall shear stress-heat transfer
relation is violated. The second results in the primary IR radiation being reflected into
the camera, which is intense enough to wash out the secondary radiation emitted by the
heated spots. In general the heating method is too sensitive to the choice of materials
and the flow conditions. Also, independent illumination intensity measurements must
be made. Although calibration curves were obtained, the reliability of the method is
suspect. The same calibration method might, however, be used for the laser heating
method since the illumination is constant.
(3) The primary disadvantage of the laser spot heating is that only a single spot
is illuminated at a time, requiring many different measurements to be made to cover
an entire surface. It is desirable to develop a technique like that of the lamp heating
which can heat many spots simultaneously and make global measurements using the
IR camera. Laser line illumination is able to make many cross-stream measurements
simultaneously, however it is necessary to give up some accuracy due to crossflows
carrying heat along the line and reducing differences, and the ability to measure the
cross-stream shear stress component. Automation of the laser pointing and IR camera
measurement process is a possible solution.
(4) The capability of the infrared imaging system limits the kind of measurements
possible. To accurately measure the spot temperature the instantaneous field of view
(IFOV) should be somewhat smaller than the spot size. This limits the image 'footprint'
and thus the number of spots that can be simultaneously observed. The temperature
resolution is also an issue, although this is not a serious problem with laser heating. An
alternative to the IR camera might be a narrow field of view detector which could be
placed closer to a single heated spot. Of course, this choice will be influenced on the
required number and spatial resolution of the measurements.
In summary, remote infrared thermography using laser irradiation has been demon-
strated to be capable of making qualitative and perhaps quantitative wall shear measure-
ments. An accurate calibration of this technique as well as an efficient implimentation
scheme remains to be worked on.
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Appendix A
Theoretical Derivations
A.1 Heat Transfer / Wall Shear Relation
The wall shear stress is related to the heat transfer from a small heated element at the
point of interest. Such an element is considered to be "small" relative to tile chord or
wall streamwise distance. Ludwieg [10] and Liepmann and Skinner [9] showed that the
Nusselt number could be directly correlated with the friction coefficient over a range of
flow conditions. The following analysis is based on the derivation of the latter.
Steady, incompressible, laminar flow is assumed. The thermal boundary layer thick-
ness is related to the edge velocity of the thermal boundary layer on the heated region,
assuming laminar boundary layer growth in the near-wall region,
kD
F= PCpt(1) (A. )
The edge velocity is written in terms of an expansion from the wall,
u 1 82 u 1 8"u
u(9) = u(0) + (0)0 + 1 (0)2 + (0)' + ..- (A.2)
The zero-order term vanishes because of the no-slip boundary condition, and the first-
order term is related to the wall shear,
(0) (A.3)ay p
The second order term in (A.2) is found by examining the incompressible boundary
layer momentum equation,
Ou Ou dp 02 u
u- + v- = -- + -- p- (A.4)
0r Oy dX dy 2
Near the wall, both u and v tend to zero and thus,
i2u9. 1 dp(0)- (A.5)
Taking the y-derivative of (A.4) and again evaluating at the wall, we see that the third-
order term vanishes,
OP + = o :•,'- (A.6)
We will not consider any higher-order terms. Thus the edge velocity is written as,
u(t) = T (1 + dO + .. .) (A.7)P 2r,2, dax
If the second-order term is small relative to the first-order term, (A.7) can be used to
write the thermal boundary layer thickness as,
D0 = ( ,) (A.8)
Approximating the heat transfer coefficient from the heated element as,
k
h - (A.9)
the relation between heat transfer and wall shear is then,
h (rWk 2PcP)L (A.10)
In dimensionless form this is,
NUD. (C 1Re2,Pr)3 (A.11)
Pohlhausen [12] derived the heat transfer coefficient for a Blasius boundary layer uni-
formly heated downstream of station xo,
h(X ,o) = 332Pr Re 1- ( (A.12)
For a small heated element, this is linearized in terms of a variable x' = x - xo which is
assumed to be much less than x.
3 31
h(x'; ,) = Pr e Re(- 3 (A.13)
For a 2-D geometry or heated line in spanwise direction, x' is integrated from 0 to D.
The result is,
2Q/lngth 0 2kQ/length= 0.452kPr Rex•o D (A.14)
For a Blasius boundary layer the friction coefficient is,
1
Cf = 0.664Re 2 (A.15)
Substitution of this expression and using Qon, = NuDk gives,
1 1
NuD = 0.518Pr3ReDC (A.16)
To perform the calculation for a circular spot, the integration over the area is performed
assuming that Polhausen's equation holds at each spanwise location,
D ./2 VD2O4 2k 1 1I PrOo Re,° () dx'dz (A.17)D-D/2 0o Io0 oXG
This is divided by the spot area and k/D to give the heat - wall shear relation,
2 1
NUD = 0.615PrTReICf (A.18)
The coefficient for the spot is higher than the 2-D case because of the higher contribu-
tions of the thinner thermal boundary layers near the span-wise edges of the spot.
A.2 Effect of Pressure Gradient
The condition for (A.11) to hold is:
1 dp
<< 1  (A.19)
r,, d
For favorable (negative) pressure gradients the wall shear becomes large and the second-
order term in (A.2) can be approximated as follows:
092 (0)u U, e9 (0 (A.20)
Equation A.11 thus holds if the thermal boundary layer is much thinner than the mo-
nlentum boundary layer at the element. For sufficiently adverse (positive) pressure
gradient, however, the wall shear eventually goes to zero and the relation breaks down.
The second-order term in (A.7) dominates and the heat transfer weakly correlates with
pressure gradient:
Nu Re'Pr• ( (A.21)NTID D rPr' ( p 2 d)dz
Proper behavior of the Nusselt number can be expected in this region, however, since
for separated flows, O ý 0 so that the heat transfer as well as the wall shear disappears.
From (A.20) we see that smaller element size (in the streamwise direction) thus
expands the range of pressure gradients over which (A.11) holds. Regardless of element
size, however, we would expect (A.11) to break down at separation or within several
spot sizes of the leading edge where the momentum boundary layer thickness is about
the same size as the thermal boundary layer thickness. In contrast, for a uniformly
heated wall the thicknesses are comparable and the relation between heat transfer and
wall shear holds only for zero pressure gradient. This explains the advantage of spot
heating over uniform heating.
A.3 Application to Turbulent Boundary Layers
The correlations derived above also hold for a turbulent boundary layer provided the
thermal boundary layer is thinner than the viscous sublayer. This conditions is expressed
as:
t9 < (A.22)
This condition can be re-written as:
S1 1- < (A.23)
D - ReD Cf
Since the thermal boundary layer is laminar if this condition is satisfied the left hand
1
side scales as ReD2 and (A.23) becomes:
ReD < 1 (A.24)
Using the relation derived by White [13] for the friction coefficient we have:
D (logRe, - 1.2) 4  (A.25)
-a Re,
If this condition is satisfied, the heat transfer-wall shear relation should be identical for
laminar and turbulent boundary layers, including the multiplying constant. Dimensional
analysis shows that the heat transfer can be uniquely specified by seven dimensionless
quantities: There are 11 dimensional quantitites (p, p, U, k, Cp, rw,, D, , T,, T,, h), and 4
dimensions (M, L, T, 0). The resulting 7 dimensionless combinations are Nu, Re, Pr,
M, Tw/Te, Cf and D/X. Given a specific geometry (D/X) and ignoring any com-
pressibility or wall temperature effects, the heat transfer is specified given Re, Pr, and
the friction coefficient. Since the functional dependence on these quantities are condi-
tionally the same for both laminar and turbulent boundary layers, the exact relations
must be identical, since no other functional dependence can be assumed as the flow goes
from a laminar to a turbulent state. Thus only one calibration of the technique need be
done, as concluded by Liepmann and Skinner [9].
However, as Haritonidis [7] pointed out, the linear layer in turbulent flow is not
steady, but has large fluctuations due to the outer flow unsteadiness. The amount of
unsteadiness is large; u'/u e 0.4. Since the linear sublayer is a Stokes layer, the flow
adjusts instantaneously to the fluctuating outer conditions (or wall shear). A linear
profile is maintained despite the large magnitude of the unsteadiness. Air has a Prandtl
number near unity and thus a thermal boundary layer will behave in a similar fashion,
the heat convection tracking the varying wall shear. The thermal inertia of the wall will
smooth out the rapid fluctuations, effectively time-averaging the process. Thus we are
interested in the time-average of the convective heat transfer. This is expressed as:
hcon, 1 / 3  (A.26)
The wall shear is written in terms of its mean and fluctuating quantities:
S= + r', (A.27)
Thus we have:
1/3 -= 1/3 1 + :w?.)1/37~-'i -r/• / (A.28)
To make an estimation of the effect of the fluctuations we shall assume a sinusoidal
time-dependence:
-- = acos(wt) (A.29)
'w
The velocity fluctuations will produce proportional fluctuations in the wall shear, so
that a = 0.4. We expand the cube root and use the above expression for the fluctuating
term:
'rW = - cos"(wt) = ( cosn(wt) (A.30)
n=o n=o
Only the even n terms are non-zero. These form a series whose first six terms are:
1 3 10 35 1260
1+ -a +  + - + 5a + a + (A31)2 8 32 128 512
For a = 0.4, this expression is 1.091, with the error of less than 10-4. Thus the turbulent
fluctuations can be expected to increase the time-averaged heat shear by about 10%.
A.4 Thermal Wake
One of the advantages of this technique is the presence of a thermal wake which, if
detectable, indicates the direction of the wall shear. To determine whether the wake
can be seen by the infrared camera, its characteristic length must be estimated. The
wake begin as a thermal boundary layer from the spot. After leaving the spot, its heat is
diffused by losses into the wall and the unheated boundary layer above it. This process
is modeled by three layers; the wake, the outer boundary layer, and the wall zone. The
wake loses heat to the boundary layer and the wall zone, while the wall zone loses heat
to the interior. The differential wake temperature equation is:
dAT, h, hbl ( l + IT) + hi
- (T, - To) (A.32)dz hw + hi pcOU
Assuming that the heat transfer into the interior is much less than that in the from the
wake, and that these are constant, a simple closed form for the wake temperature is
obtained:
AT, = AT, ( O)exp (A.33)
A.5 Effect of Heating on Flow
It is necessary that the localized heating does not alter the boundary layer flow and thus
the quantities being measured. The density changes associated with the heating are not
sufficient enough to significantly alter the boundary layer momentumn thickness. The
concern is rather that a large thermal gradient might cause separation or premature
transition of the boundary layer at or downstream of the spot. However, the following
analsis shows that this is not likely with an air boundary layer and realistic temperature.
The boundary layer x-momentum equation evaluated at the wall is:
dU 0 / uL
0 = PeUe d + - ) i (A.34)dz Ty y Y=O
Expansion of the last term results in:
dU T Op Ou O21u
0 = PeUe + + i 2 (A.35)dZ -• y OT By y=0 a y=0
If this equation is multiplied through by the quantitiy x/2q it relates the Falkner-Skan
edge-velocity parameter to the velocity profile curvature at the wall:
ax dUe a Of qw Ou. P.w O2 tL0 --= + (A.36)Ue dx p(U2 •T k Oy y=o PeUe2 9Y2 U=0
The first two terms on the right could be considered a total parameter which governs
the stability of the boundary layer though the fullness of its curvature. The results of
Falkner-Skan analysis for a similar boundary layer are that separation occurs when the
edge-velocity parameter is less than -0.09. To estimate the possible effects of heating,
we assume that it has the same effect as a pressure (or edge velocity) gradient so that
instability and separation will occur when the sunm of the first two terms approach -0.09.
The second term, due to heating, can be re-written as:
kReSt C! 1 OReStPr 1 a (T - T) (A.37)kw 2 pt, OT T
For a laminar boundary layer St = Cf/2 and C1 = 0.664Re-2: use of these formulae
is again for the purpose of estimation. For air, Pr = 0.7, and the conductivity is
proportional to the absoluate viscosity. Finally, making the approximation;
(TW - Te) 1 (P~w - te) (A.38)
OT
the heating term can be written as:
0.076'-L (1 - - (A.39)
This expression has an absolute maximum value of 0.019 for air and then only for large
temperature differences (hundreds of degrees Celsius). For example, a 20 0 C temperature
rise results in a 5% increase in the viscosity, giving a value for the above expression of
3.5 x 10- 3. Thus the heating of the wall should not significantly influence the boundary
layer.
Appendix B
Decay Method of Heat Transfer Measurement
The heat transfer from a point might also be measured by heating a spot and then
measuring the time-decay of the temperature after the heating source is shut off. Ideally,
the characteristic time constant of this decay will decrease with increasing convective
heat transfer.
This method was explored using the 1 x 1 ft. tunnel at MIT and a 5 imW helium-
neon laser to heat a spot on a flat plate of black-painted fiberglass on styrofoam. The
temperature was measured using the Hughes Probeye 4000 camera (Appendix C) and
the monitor output was recorded on video. The scanning rate of the camera is 20/sec,
that of the video, 30 frames/sec. There is a digital clock on the screen of the camera
which records the time to 1/10 second. Thus the times measured can be considered
accurate to at least 1/10 second. Time constants were estimated by plotting the log-
arithm of the temperature elevation versus time and performing a linear fit, the slope
of the line being the negative inverse of the time constant. The results for different
Reynolds numbers (based on downstream distance from the leading edge), are shown
in Fig. B.1. Although a decrease in the time constant occurs at low speeds, the time
constant becomes insensitive to Re at higher speeds. It was noted that the equilibrium
temperature of the heated spot decreased continuously over the entire range of Reynolds
numbers, indicating that the decay time behavior was not due to a peculiarity of the
flow.
A simple model was constructed to derive the functional relationship between the
convective heat transfer and the time constant. The heat is assumed to be deposited in
a layer of thickness E near the surface. The heat is assumed to escape only by convection
at the surface; the material below the layer is considered to be a perfect insulator. A
quadratic temperature distribution is assumed in the material,
0T 1 02 T 2
T = TW + OT (0)z + 2(0)z (B.1)8Z 2 5z2
The temperature slope at the wall is given by the convective heat loss:
OTk 9z (0) = hconv(Tw - Ta) (B.2)
At z = E the slope must be zero so the second-order term can be determined:
i 2 T ho
z2 (0) - (T, - Ta) (B.3)
The diffusion equation for temperature is:
OT 82 T 2 hcon (T
= O)= (  (T, Ta) (B.4)
This is valid at the surface where T = T, and thus we have an explicit expression for
the temperature elevation;
T, - Ta = (T., - Ta)oe - t /' (B.5)
where the time constant is:
pCEr = (B.6)
From this model we would then expect a steady decrease in the time constant as the
Reynolds number, and convection coefficient, increased. It is possible that as convection
becomes much faster than conduction in the material, the limiting heat transfer mech-
anisnm that determines r is the conduction. This may be due to the camera "seeing" a
small distance into the material because of the long-wavelength nature of IR radiation.
The indicated temperature will actually be an average over this depth and for large
convective heat transfer the response of this temperature will be limited by the time
required for the heat to diffuse from this depth to the wall. If this depth is o the time
constant will have a lower limit determined by the diffusion time:
Tnin = 2 / a  (B.7)
" = 1.4 sec and a diffusivity of 10-7m 2/s (typical for plastics) gives a a of 0.37 mrm. This
may be a reasonable extinction length for IR radiation in a plastic. Such a timeresponse-
limiting effect would seriously inhibit the application of this method in measuring heat
transfer and wall shear stress.
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Figure B.1: Temperature decay time constants vs. Reynolds number.
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Appendix C
Infrared Camera Specifications
C.1 Hughes Probeye 4000
from "Probeye Thermal Video System (Series 4000) Operation Manual"
Hughes Aircraft Company Industrial Products Division, Oct. 1983.
C.1.1 Detector
Type
Operating temperature range
Detector coolant
Spectral range
6-element Indium Antimonide (InSb)
100 - 400 C
Argon gas
2.0 to 5.6 jpn
C.1.2 Imaging System - Model 4100
Type
Scanning method
Scan rate
Focus range
Spatial resolution
Field of view
Line rate
Display resolution
Observable temperature range
Minimum temperature sensitivity
Digital t'eperature displa
Mirror scanning, solid state processing
Rotating mirror cage (10 mirrors)
20 frames per second
10 cm to infinity
0.1260 horizontal and vertical
150 horiz. x 7.50vert.
1200 lines per second
60 lines per frame actually
interpolated to 120 lines and converted to
300 lines on the monitor
-200 - 950 C
0.20
Sele:tive display of
ly "all" or "isotherm ai.
/ by underline
Temperature scale
Display area
Cursor cross hairs,
Vertical A-scope -
Horizontal A-scope
Year, month, day,_
hour, minute,
second,
nperature Table
.rousna&
display
empweSa6urW EmiSSivicy
display
Figure C.1: Probeye thermograph and display options as seen on display monitor.
C.2 Inframetrics 600
from "Inframeterics 600 Operator's Manual"
C.2.1 Detector
Type
Operating temperature range
Detector coolant
Spectral range
Mercury/Cadnium/Telluride (HgCdTe) © 77 K
-15 to +45 C
Refrigeration
8 - 12pm, 3 - 5pmrn, or3 - 12pim
C.2.2 Imaging System - International Model
Type
Typical temperature resolution
Noise equivalent resolution
Scan rate
Output rate
Field of view
Horizontal resolution
(50% slit contrast)
Dynamic range (digital)
Temperature reference
Observable temperature range
Mirror scanning, solid state processing
0.10C
< 0.2 0C
8 KHz horizontal; 50 1Hz vertical
15.75 KHz horizontal; 50 Hz vertical
150 vertical x 200 horizontal
8x continuous zoom
1.8 mRad: 197 IFOVs/line, 256 pixels/line
7 bit, 128 levels @ 42 dB
Internal; sampled at 50 Hz
-200Cto + 4000C
CURSOR SHOWS
LINE TO BE
SELECTED FOR
LINE SCAN I..
SELECTED LINE NUMBER IS DISPLAYED
Figure C.2: Inframetrics 600 display.
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